- Contact -

La Somme Residence hall

13 rue de la Somme - 67 000 STRASBOURG
Tel. : 03 88 61 12 45
E-mail : cite-u-somme@crous-strasbourg.fr
Opening Hours : 9 am - 12 pm / 2 pm - 4 pm. Monday through Friday.

Moving in

A set of keys will be given to you : one to your room, one to the building entrance and one to access the
yard. Keys are strictly for personal use.

Public transportation

Trams - line E, C or F : stop Observatoire (5 min walk)
Bus - line N°2 or 15 : stop Marne

Parking lots

Cars : Parking spaces, free of charge, are located on the rue de la Somme.
Vélos : Bike racks are located in the street in front of the main campus entrance. We recommend you
use a hardened-steel chain bike lock to lock your bike.
Please do not leave your bike anywhere not intended for that purpose.

Emergency numbers

There is a first aid kit at the main office on the ground floor as well as a list of doctors in the vicinity.
In the event of danger call emergency numbers directly : 18 FIRE DEPARTMENT / 17 POLICE / 15
SAMU (medical emergencies) ou SOS Médecins 03 88 75 75 75. Indicate your location. If necessary, alert the main office. The staff will be able to provide directions to emergency services and will
alert the administrator’s office.

Internet

Access to the wifi through the Planet Campus network.
After your arrival, you will be provided with a connection code sent per e-mail or SMS.
Hotline : 01 70 70 46 26 (within 48 hours, business days)

Trash Bins/Recycling Bins

Residents are responsible for separating their trash and recycling.
Bins are located on the common parking lot of the Somme’s campus and Insa’s residence,
behind the campus (go through the green gate between Somme’s and Insa’s residences).
Your mail has to be picked up at the reception.
Your personal new postal address should be written as follows :
Cité universitaire de la Somme - Room N°…
13 rue de la Somme
67 000 STRASBOURG (FRANCE)
Note : packages and parcels for which a signature is required upon receipt cannot be accepted.
However, a delivery notice will be left for you.
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Receiving mail

Security

To ensure security in campus buildings and to prevent intrusions or theft, close the door behind you.
Access and visits can be controlled, anytime day and night.
Be sure you do not to leave your key in the door (outside or inside). If your key is lost or stolen, your
lock will automatically be changed, requiring an advance payment (80 €). Refundable if the first key
is returned within 8 days. Do not obstruct smoke detectors in studios in any way (fire hazard). Turn off
hotplates and water faucets and close windows when you leave your accommodation. Guests must
stay with you at all times and are not allowed to stay beyond 11:00 pm.

Laundry

A room in the basement is equipped with washing machines and dryers. They work with the Izly Pass
or per credit card (CB, visa, mastercard, etc.) issued in Europe. Laundries are open from 8 am to 11 pm.

Borrow equipment or rent a room

Against your key room, you can loan an iron, a vacuum, a “raclette” device or a blender.
A study room is located on the basement of the campus. It’s open 24/7.

Sports and cultural activities

TV room : free access.
Comics and books : to be read on site.
Ping-pong table : in the basement. Closed à 10 pm.
Gym : in the basement. Ask the reception for the key.

Shops nearby

Auchan supermarket (42 boulevard d’Anvers), other shops in the area (newspaper/tobacco shops,
bakeries, pharmacies, restaurants…).
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2 Esplanade Crous restaurant (Resto’ U)
3 Misha Crous cafeteria
4 Pege Crous cafeteria

CONSULT :
The resident handbook online in French or in English as
well as the rule of Procedure that needs to be signed.
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